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Prayer releases the atmosphere of heaven into the earth. If prayer can alter the course of history

and reshape the world, then why don't believers pray more? Perhaps because they don't

understand the power of prophetic prayer! Kynan Bridges leads readers in a spiritual discovery of

what prayer is and how much power it holds by exploring the relationship between "prophecy" and

"prayer." Prophetic prayer is more than a religious exercise; it is actually the supernatural catalyst

that enables us to experience the power and presence of God in every area of our lives. If believers

only knew the power of prophetic prayer, they wouldn't struggle to bend the knee. This book will

answer your questions about prayer, including: What is the power and significance of prayer? Is

every believer supposed to pray prophetically? Can I really manifest the miraculous through prayer?

What do I do when nothing happens after I pray? The Power of Prophetic Prayer will forever alter

your prayer life.
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Through his profound insights into the Word of God and his dynamic teaching ministry, Pastor

Kynan T. Bridges has revolutionized the lives of many in the body of Christ. He is the senior pastor

of Grace & Peace Global Fellowship in Tampa, Florida, where he lives with his wife, Gloria, and

their three children.

I highly recommend you purchase both of Apostle Kynan T Bridges newest and latest books on

prayer: The Power of Prophetic Prayer: Release Your Destiny and 90 Days of Power Prayer:



Supernatural Declarations to Transform Your Life.They are: Anointed! Powerful! Transformational!

Revolutionary! and Life changing! As are all of Apostle Kynan T Bridges books. But these two on

prayer are in a class all by themselves.Just from reading the Introduction to both of these books

including Chapter 1 and Day 1 of each book caused tears to instantly form in my eyes because of

the level of the weight of the anointing and the supernatural power of God and His manifest

presence that rests upon these books and the depth of profound and prophetic insight, revelation

knowledge and wisdom in which Apostle Bridges share.I know is going to catapult my life and

prayer life into a much greater, higher and deeper level and deeper intimate relationship with the

Godhead.After seeing the movie "War Room" and purchasing the Kendrick Brother's book that goes

with the movie "The Battle Plan for Prayer" and Priscilla Shirer book: Fervent also a companion to

the movie.I know that these 2 books are going to be the icing on the cake that take my prayer life to

where it needs to be because of the prophetic and apostolic weight, depth and mantle and anointing

upon his life, ministry and the books that he writes.Anytime you pick up one of his books to read.

You don't want to put it down because they are relevant, timely, on point, powerful and extremely

anointed.I truly recommend that you check out and invest in purchasing his other books as well.

Everything he writes is a worthy investment for your life personally that you will never regret

making.I thank God for the very life and ministry of Apostle Kynan T Bridges whom I discovered last

year via Facebook by divine orchestration of the Holy Spirit who led me to his facebook page where

I discovered some of his books that I purchased the same day.The reason why I highly esteem,

greatly honor and respect this great man of God and His ministry and recommend his books. Is

because he is one who truly stands, walks, lives and moves in the counsel of God, sound doctrine,

present day truth, consistent progressive revelation knowledge, manifold wisdom, skillful and godly

wisdom and wise sound counsel.And it is a blessing to see men and women of God now adays who

still stand and walk in the counsel of God. Who's ear, soul and spirit is so in tune with heaven and

synchronized with the Holy Spirit Himself. Providing fresh rhema and prophetic insight. While many

are still teaching and preaching the same old regurgitated message with no freshness or

newnessvbecause they are stagnant and don't spend time in prayer, in communion and in

fellowship in the presence of God with God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit.Apostle

Kynan T Bridges has a well rounded understanding, comprehension and insight of the Kingdom of

God and what it is and how it functions/operates with it's keys, principles, statues and laws etc.So

again grab your copies of his 2 latest and newest books on prayer and be blessed, encouraged,

edified and empowered to walk in victory and experience the abundant life in Christ Jesus!Kingdom

BlessingsJackie Lynn Okpara



What I LikedI like how to author expresses his thoughts on prayer. I know that some of us even

church goers are not used to praying maybe because of the busy schedule they have and also the

priority being faced. This book will open the minds of everyone who will read this on how praying

can change a persons life. If you are already a prayerful person this book will get you to another

level of praying. On the book itself, the it is not on the pricey side after all you will get to learn from it.

This book is in paperback type. Very handy and compact that you can bring it with you where ever

you go.What I Didn't LikeActually none since from here you will be able to learn more on the power

of praying.User ExperienceUpon reading this book seems like you are already attached to this

book. This opens my mind to be not forgetful to pray. There are different kinds of praying and in

different means. This book answered all my questions being kept for long time.Repurchase And

RecommendI highly suggest everyone to buy and read this book for this will help you learn more

about praying. This book will help answer all your questions. If you are a book reader then this is a

must read book. It is highly recommended by me to all of you prayerful persons and even not. This

will change your thinking on praying.

An excellent book that has changed my perception of prayer. As I've studied the precepts in this

book, I have found myself not only praying prophetically, but receiving prophetic words to be shared.

N.B. I know I'm not called to be a prophet, but am beginning to operate as a 'normal' Christian who

can prophesy because of my relationship with my Father God, in the authority of the name of Jesus,

empowered by the Holy Spirit. Kynan leads by example as he shares his own experiences - both

the successes and failures - and teaches us the prayer principles the Lord imparted to Him through

these experiences. I love this combination of teaching based on testimony.

I found this book to be a breath of fresh air. Each chapter with the interspersed prayers makes the

experience active. It is a blessing to hear the book read out loud! Even with having to replay

sections due to lost reception, to hear the words out loud causes a deep immersion in the message.

Reading in traffic or being read to in traffic is so awesome. A timely message, beautifully written.

This is the most powerful book on prayer that I have ever read! My life and other's lives will be

changed and God's destiny will be brought forth in our lives. It's a must read!

Awesome teaching with clear and simple examples of what should be the biblical mind set of a



prayer warrior moving in to supernatural power of the prophetic prayer.

As a pastor I need the message of this book. It gives me more understanding, who I am in Christ,

what it means to have God's dna in me, how praying takes me into an intimate relationship with God

and into supernatural lifestyle. This is just to mention some great things. I would recommend this

book to every pastor, evangelist, revivalist and just anybody, who wants to change the world with

the love and power of God.

If you are a person of prayer and the Bible reading is part of your daily life, then this book is a must

read. The author has much to teach you in this area and to this day the prayers in this book have

become the prayers of my daily life.
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